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SUMMARY:   
 
1. This report updates the work currently being undertaken regarding Children and 

Young People. 
 
 
 
 

 

 
RECOMMENDATION:     
 
1. The Accountability and Performance Panel is asked to note the contents of this 

report. 
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1. KEY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION:  

 
1.1 Introduction 
 
1.2 In the twelve month period October 2012 to September 2013 the Central Referral 

Tasking Unit dealt with 11000 referrals related to child protection. This figure is an 
increase on last year and 10% up from the number of referrals received in the 
equivalent period in 2010/11. 

 
1.3 The current 12 months referrals led to 371 police investigations and 532 joint 

investigations with Social Services.   These figures are comparable to last year but 
lower than the three year average. 

 
1.4 The longer term trend is for increased referrals but through more effective and 

informed decision making better use of police and local authority resources. 
 

1.5 Local Children’s Safeguarding Board 
 

1.6 The Suffolk Local Safeguarding Children Board (LSCB) is a statutory body with a 
wide remit to safeguard and promote the welfare of children and young people in 
Suffolk. The Assistant Chief Constable (Protective Services) and Detective 
Superintendent Protecting Vulnerable People represent the Constabulary at the 
LSCB. In addition, the Detective Superintendent Protecting Vulnerable People 
represents the Constabulary on the Serious Case Review Panel, Child Death 
Overview Panel and Child Sexual Exploitation and Missing Children Panel.   
 

1.7 The core statutory duty of an LSCB is to ensure that there are adequate 
arrangements in place across agencies to protect children from harm.  There are also 
obligations placed on LSCBs to ensure that the welfare of children is promoted.  The 
work of the LSCB ranges from the development of policies and procedures for 
safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children to communication and awareness 
raising and a monitoring and scrutiny of safeguarding and child protection work 
across the county.  
 

1.8 The Independent Chair of the LSCB presented the latest Annual Report in August 
 this year.  [This is a separate item on the agenda for the Panel’s meeting on 31 
October.] 
 

1.9 Working Together 
 
1.10 HM Government guidance ‘Working Together to Safeguard Children’ was  reviewed 

and updated this year.  This provides a framework for inter-agency working to 
safeguard and promote the welfare of children. Within this there is a change to the 
way in which Serious Case Reviews (SCR) are conducted. 

 
1.11 The deaths of Fiona Anderson, her three children and unborn child are subject to  this 

updated SCR process. The Local Children’s Safeguarding Board (LSCB) 
 commissioned an independent review and a report Author has been appointed and a 
draft of the report is currently being written. A multi-agency ‘learning’ event 
 was held to inform this review.  The review is scheduled for release in November 
 2013 and will be published on the LSCB website. 
 

1.12 Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH) 
 

1.13 Work continues on the development of the Suffolk Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub 
(MASH) which will replace and enhance the function of the current Central Referral 
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and Tasking Unit (CRTU). The Detective Inspector and Detective  Sergeant for this 
unit have been selected. Police resource levels within the MASH are under review 
following completion of the process flow but it is envisaged that an increase in 
staffing may be needed. The MASH is scheduled for ‘go-live’ in January 2014 and 
remains on target to do so. This will initially deal with child referrals, adult referrals 
and then Domestic Abuse will follow later in the year. 

 
1.14 The MASH will provide a secure environment for the sharing of information between 

organisations to allow the best informed decision making to safeguard children and 
vulnerable adults. 

 
1.15 The CRTU currently deal with approximately 1600 child referrals a month, this is 

close to a 20% increase on last year. 
 

1.16 Child Sexual Exploitation / Missing Children 
 

1.17 Missing Children are seen as a significant priority for the Constabulary and all 
missing children (under the age of 18) will initially be assessed as High Risk as it is 
recognised the fact they have gone missing puts them at increased risk of harm.  The 
links to Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE) are recognised and awareness of these 
issues has been raised with those dealing with missing children. 

 
1.18 The Constabulary’s Missing Person coordinator has now been appointed and sits 

 within the current CRTU reporting to the unit’s Detective Inspector. This role will 
 enhance the response to, and management of, missing persons and assist in 
 identifying concerns of sexual exploitation. A problem profile for missing persons  has 
now been commissioned with particular focus on child sexual exploitation. 

 
1.19 In the 12 months from 1 October 2012 there have been 1300 incidents of missing 
 children. 625 children account for these reports.  Of these, 176 have been missing 
 more than once. One of the key roles of the Coordinator will be to reduce all three 
 of these figures. 
 
1.20 A new category of “Absent” has been added to the definition of missing persons.  The 

new definition encourages an improved, risk-based, police led investigation of 
 individual incidents while supporting and demanding a multi-agency commitment  to 
better safeguard vulnerable children and adults. This will go live within the 
 Constabulary on 18 November 2013. 

 
1.21 It is anticipated that Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC) will 
 conduct inspections across Forces on Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE). The Head 
 of Protective Services has recently chaired a series of meetings to progress work 
 in this area against the ACPO CSE strategy across both Norfolk and Suffolk. 
 
1.22 The LSCB, CSE and Missing Children and Sexual Exploitation group provides 

 oversight on both of these high risk areas. The proposal to be put to the next 
 meeting is to separate these two areas yet retain the coordination across both to 
 ensure sufficient focus is provided to each.  This group holds partners to account  for 
their actions and commissions multi-agency audits to ensure compliance with 
 LSCB policy. 

 
1.23 An Ofsted/ACPO information sharing protocol has been published which will 

 further enhance the working relationships between agencies and ensure more 
 effective and efficient safeguarding measures can be put in place for responding  to 
incidents involving children’s homes.  
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1.24 Sexual Assault Referral Centre (SARC) 

 
1.25 Initial work has begun to develop a Child SARC provision within the current 
 County SARC. This will entail limited building work within the adjacent connected 
 unit. This will ensure that the very best service can be given to child victims of 
 sexual abuse and assault.  As part of this service development consideration is 
 being given to the addition of a Child Independent Sexual Violence Advisor 
 (ISVA). 
 
1.26 The SARC has seen 115 children in the period 1 October 2012 to 1 October 
 2013.  
 
2.  FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:  
 

2.1 There are no financial implications to note. 

 
3.  OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS:  
 

3.1 There are no additional risk implications to note over and above those linked to this 
area of work. 

  
 
ORIGINATOR CHECKLIST (MUST BE COMPLETED) 

 
PLEASE STATE 
‘YES’ OR ‘NO’ 
 

 
Has legal advice been sought on this submission? 
 

No 

 
Has the PCC’s Chief Finance Officer been consulted? 
 

No 

 
Have equality, diversity and human rights implications been considered 
including equality analysis, as appropriate? 
 

No 

 
Have human resource implications been considered? 
 

No 

 
Is the recommendation consistent with the objectives in the Police and 
Crime Plan? 
 

Yes 

 
Has consultation been undertaken with people or agencies likely to be 
affected by the recommendation? 
 

No 

 
Has communications advice been sought on areas of likely media 
interest and how they might be managed? 
 

No 

 
In relation to the above, have all relevant issues been highlighted in the 
‘other implications and risks’ section of the submission? 
 

Yes 

 
 


